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Abstract
Hitherto, physical therapy for rehabilitating patients with cerebral dysfunction has
focused on acquiring and improving compensatory strategies by using the remaining
functions; it has been presumed that once neural functions have been lost, they cannot
be restored. However, neuroscience-based animal research and neuroimaging research
since the 1980s have demonstrated that recovery arises from plastic changes in the
central nervous system and reconstruction of neural networks; this research is ushering
in a new age of neuroscience-based rehabilitation as a treatment for cerebral dysfunction
(such as stroke). In this paper, in regard to mental practices using motor imagery and
kinaesthetic illusion, we summarize basic discoveries and theories relating to motor
function therapy based on neuroscientific theory; in particular, we outline a novel
rehabilitation method using kinaesthetic illusion induced by vibrational stimulus, which
the authors are currently attempting in stroke patients.
Keywords: stroke, kinaesthetic illusion, motor imagery, neuroscience-based
rehabilitation
1. Introduction
Conventional physical therapy (PT) for the rehabilitation of patients with brain dysfunction
focuses on the acquisition of function through alternative means by using and improving the
patients’ existing functions, and it is based on the assumption that once a neutral function is
lost, it can never be recovered [1]. However, animal neuroscience studies [2–4] that were
conducted after the 1980s and neuroimaging studies [5, 6] have shown that recovery can occur
as a result of plastic changes in the nervous system or reorganization of the neural network,
and rehabilitation (neuroscience-based rehabilitation, NBR) after cerebral dysfunction (e.g.
stroke) has reached a new era in treatment. These observations suggest that the plasticity that
is observed in patients is related to the characteristic that the more the patient receives therapy
© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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in specific parts of their body, the more that the brain areas that control these parts will be
functionally as well as anatomically extended.
Functional recovery originally referred to a patient’s recovery from limitations in their behavior,
movements, and/or activity [7]. Therefore, the purpose of NBR is not only to induce the reorga-
nization of brain functions through neural plasticity mechanisms but also recover comprehen-
sive bodily motor functions and brain functions for autonomous and active social behavior.
What type of treatment strategy is required so that patients feel positively engaged by it,
gradually understand its effects, and work toward a goal? Previous studies have revealed
important factors in the effects of NBR treatment, such as the amount of therapy [8, 9], rehabil-
itation implementation environment [10], and performance of neurocognitive rehabilitation [11]
through mental practice techniques, such as motor imagery (MI) [12]. Among these factors,
treatments involving MI are strongly recommended because MI contributes to the reorganiza-
tion of neural functions. MI, which is an approach that is based on neuroscientific data and the
motor learning theory, is defined as the capacity to internally mimic physical movements with-
out any associated motor output [13]. The cognitive process that occurs during the imagination
of movements involves various components, such as mutual understandings between oneself
and others (environment), observations of movements, mental manipulations of objects, and
psychological time and movement planning. Instead of repeating simple physical movements
to receive feedback on outcome in the actual therapy, the practice of voluntary and skill-requiring
movements that are geared toward task completion induces the functional recovery [14]. Thus,
an important element of the patients’ engagement in the therapy is that it occurs in an active and
top-down fashion through the use of MI. However, because MI has a task-specific nature,
cognitive functions and memories of motor experiences that equip the patients to perform the
task are required. Patients with neurofunctional states that make motor execution (ME) difficulty
may suffer not only from impairments in motor-related brain areas but also from modifications
in their intracerebral body representations (e.g. somatoparaphrenia) [15, 16]. In such cases, the
exploitation of kinaesthetic illusions [17–20], which can be induced in the brain by extraneous
stimuli, such as vibratory stimulations, becomes important for inputting appropriate motor-
sensory information into the brain in a passive and bottom-up fashion. Therefore, the implemen-
tation of a mental practice to determine the criteria for adequate treatment according to the states
of the patient’s cognitive functions and motor functions is important in order to select and
implement the best therapy. Thus, this paper summarizes the basic understanding and theories
of mental practices that use MI or kinaesthetic illusion and discusses, in particular, research
results concerning kinaesthetic illusions that are induced by vibratory stimulations, which we
are currently attempting on stroke patients.
2. What is neuroscience-based rehabilitation?
NBR involves a series of processes that are selected for the intervention according to the
current brain function theories that have been revealed by neuroscience and other similar
studies and verification of its outcomes. For example, the selection of a NBR strategy for a
stroke patient requires a combination of deep clinical reasoning, the experience of the
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therapist, and a vast understanding of the evidence obtained by studies from wide-ranging
academic fields on the factors that support recovery mechanisms and produce particular out-
comes. First, the neural basis of brain cell reorganization will be presented.
2.1. Neural basis of brain cell reorganization
The current understanding of neural reorganization after dysfunction is not that the neurons
themselves recover after their axons are damaged but rather that damaged functional networks
recover due to several processes that induce the recovery of motor and cognitive functions. Cajal
[1], who was a proponent of neuron theory, stated that the central nervous system (brain and
spinal cord) of adult mammals would not recover once it is damaged. However, studies that
have been conducted since the 1980s and that have shown that alterations in the peripheral
nervous system, such as denervation and amputation, change somatic sensations and the repre-
sentations of body parts while they are in motion have revealed that the brain has plasticity. In
1998, Eriksson et al. [21] reported the new formation of neurons in the central nervous system of
human beings. These findings raised the question of whether the plastic changes and functional
reorganization that occur in subjects with cranial nerve disorders originate from an ischemic
state, such as a cerebrovascular disturbance. The underlying mechanisms of the plasticity that
occurs after a cortical deficit are thought to involve (i) the redundancy of neuronal connections in
the central nervous system, (ii) morphological changes in the neurons, and (iii) changes in
synaptic information transmission [22]. If neurons are damaged, astrocytes begin to divide due
to the activity of microglia. These glial cells then reinforce the areas that have been damaged by
brain lesions and release neurotrophic factors, such as nerve growth factor, to promote neuronal
sprouting (it takes around two weeks for synapses to grow after nerve damage [23]). The
sprouted neurons are then connected to an existing neural network, which forms a new network.
In other words, if neurons are damaged, new neurons begin to reorganize themselves in order to
compensate for it. Adequate NBR stimulates the neural network with the neurofunction that is
most similar to the predamaged functional state of the neural network, even though the new
network is not located in the damaged region. If strong inputs enter the network multiple times,
the synaptic connections will be reinforced. However, plasticity will not be induced in synapses
with little information (input specificity), and the synapses will be excluded from the network
formation [24, 25].
These findings have been confirmed by several famous studies. Nudo et al. [8] caused artificial
cerebral infarcts in monkeys in the region of the primary motor cortex (M1) that corresponds to
fingers and then forced the monkeys to use fingers with motor deficits. Thus, they reported that
the brain region that previously controlled the shoulders and elbows prior to the therapy then
controlled the fingers and more distal body parts (Figure 1). Merzenich et al. [26] surgically
sutured the fingers of monkeys and then compared the pre- and post-surgical somatotopies of
Brodmann area (BA) 3b, which corresponds to the sensorimotor area (SMA). Microelectrodes
were used to record the responses in BA3b to finger stimuli. The third and fourth fingers were
then surgically sutured, and the responses were recorded again a month later. Thus, the bound-
ary between the third and fourth fingers became unclear. In addition, the results of a study that
was conducted in human beings suggested that the plasticity of brain cells depends on sensory
input. The results of a magnetoencephalography study that compared the somatotopies of the
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first and fifth fingers of string players to normal controls showed that a broader cerebral cortical
area was activated for string players compared to the controls [6].
These findings suggest that the size of the intracerebral somatotopic representation, which is
vital to ME, is determined by the degree of use of the region. If you try to induce plasticity in
specific parts of the bodies of stroke patients, as mentioned above, the induction of neural
plasticity in a pathway that allows highly efficient information processing by repeating move-
ments in a pattern like the normal pattern should be possible, provided the patient has retained
their motor functions to a certain degree. However, if a patient has the functional level of almost
not able to perform movement or is only able to perform the movement in an abnormal pattern,
the stimulation of the plasticity for the formation of a neural network that is required to be able
to regain normal motor function may not be possible. Ward et al. [27] chronologically examined
the relationships between motor function recovery scores and task-related brain activities for
approximately 12 months after the onset of stroke with functional magnetic resonance imaging.
They found a negative correlation between motor function recovery scores and a decline in the
hyperactivity of brain areas in the damaged and undamaged hemispheres (M1, premotor cortex;
PMC, supplementary motor cortex; SMC, cerebellum). These findings suggest that a better
recovery of motor function is associated with better connectivity between the functional systems
of multiple brain regions and that a continuous and long-term approach is required to study the
changes in the morphologies and networks of neurons. Thus, a qualitative and continuous
approach [28] is required in studies of the recovery of the entire neural system (e.g. transcortical
network, M1-PMC neural network [29]) in order to be able to perform movement rather than
merely establishing quantitative interventions of movement. Thus, next, we will discuss the
current understanding of what is required in interventions for stroke patients.
3. Interventions for stroke
The establishment of a series of tripartite relationships between actual physical movement, a
sense of ownership or agency, and imaging of physical exercise is an important component of
Figure 1. Representation of the distal forelimb in cortical area 4 derived from pre- and post-training mapping procedures [8].
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NBR, rather than only involving actual physical movement for patients with motor or sensory
disturbances or patients who lost their sense of body presence. Recently, decreased grey matter
has been shown in multiple motor areas, and it affects the prognosis of motor function recovery
[30]. The similar results of a study of monkeys that developed brain infarcts in their M1 area
showed that the fiber connections between M1 and the hand brain area of the ventral premotor
cortex (PMv) were altered [31]. The observations were conducted prior to and 5 months after the
induction of the infarct. Prior to the infarct, M1 was observed to be connected with the SMC,
PMv, the dorsal premotor cortex, primary somatosensory cortex, and secondary somatosensory
cortex by fibers, and these connections with M1 ceased to exist 5 months later. In contrast, the
PMv was connected with M1 and the frontal rostral area prior to the infarct, and these connec-
tions with M1 ceased to exist after 5 months. However, a new network was formed between
PMv and the primary somatosensory cortex. The results of these studies demonstrate that a
cortical somatotopic representation is not a simple schema of the projection of one point to
another point but rather a pervasive pattern in a broader range of the cortex, and a network that
is based on the functional connectivity between areas is dynamically reconfigured by experience
in order to reorganize the representation. These findings not only confirm the hypothesis that
ME involves a large number of cerebral areas, including the motor areas but also implies that a
simple movement treatment is not sufficient for functional recovery and that an intervention of a
brain function network, including the relevant brain areas, is required.
Sharma et al. [32] classified the intervention components of previous studies that positively
affected motor function recovery after a brain infarct into three concepts of approach: (i) sensory
feedback, (ii) discharge through the corticospinal tract to produce movement, and (iii) motor
processes that precede movement. The first concept, sensory feedback, is an approach that uses
feedback from visual and auditory perception as well as somatosensory information to promote
the recovery of motor functions. Sensory feedback implies that an enhancement of the nervous
activity in the M1 4p area through somatosensory input is related to the recovery of motor
functions. The humanM1 consists of two distinct areas: 4a and 4p [33]. The 4a and 4p areas have
different cellular structures and different receptor densities. 4a is located in the anterior (rostral)
part of M1, and it is called old M1 because it is a phylogenetically old area. Output from the old
M1 controls physical movement through the corticospinal tract and spinal interneurons. In
contrast, 4p is located in the posterior (caudal) part of the primary motor cortex, and it is called
new M1 because it is a relatively new motor cortex. New M1 contains motor cortical neuronal
cells that will be directly connected with spinal motor neurons through synapses. These synaptic
connections are not mediated by spinal interneurons, and they are involved in the formation of
highly skilled and complex movements [34]. Besides the structural difference, a functional differ-
ence in somatosensory afferent information processing has been found between 4a and 4p.
A study of the differences in the neural activities of 4a and 4b in the motor area of monkeys in
response to the inputs of different sensory modalities [35] showed that 4a is rich in cells that
respond to the proprioceptive sensory inputs of muscles and joints, and 4p is rich in cells that
respond to cutaneous sensory input. These findings suggested that paralyzed limbs need to be
given cutaneous sensory input in order to enhance the excitability of 4p. In addition, 4p is
affected by active attention. In order to enhance the neural activity of 4p, it is important to attract
the active attention of the target subject toward the PT, in addition to simply providing him or her
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sensory stimuli. The second concept of discharge through the corticospinal tract to produce
movement is an approach that requires the utilization of the corticospinal tract through the
positive and intense production ofmovements. Task-oriented training can be produce bya typical
intervention. This training, which consists of several components, is considered an intervention
with a high evidence level [36]. The components include the provision of sufficient amounts of
movement stress, gradual adjustment of the task difficulty, and feedback utilization. Sufficient
amounts of repetitive training and training time need to be provided while rigorously setting up
purposive tasks rather than having them repeat simple movements without purpose. Moreover,
themost important point is that the intervention shouldnot be a simple increase in the repetition of
amovement but rather a step-by-step adjustment in task difficulty [37]. Therapists must be able to
appropriately set and adjust the task difficulty according to the functional state of the patients.
Interventions that are based on concept (i) and (ii) stated thus far must involve proper physical
movements so that patients do not learn wrong movements while processing actual sensori-
motor information. The performance of skilled movement learning tasks is the most important
component in PT. The learning of motor skills has been revealed to occur not only during
movement practice (online learning) but also during sessions in which a subject is not practic-
ing movement (offline learning) [38]. It is important to consider how offline learning should be
implemented in an intervention. The third concept of motor processes that precede movement
sheds light on this. Motor processes that precede movement represent the process of simulat-
ing a movement. Several mental practices have been developed to explicitly activate this
process. However, while some stroke patients are in a brain functional state in which they are
able to perform mental practice while actively imagining movements (top-down process),
other stoke patients are not. If a top-down intervention is difficult, it is necessary to begin by
intervening based on sensory information input (bottom-up process), reconstructing the body
schema toward ME, and enhancing the intracerebral body representation capability. In addi-
tion, an important strategy of NBR is to ultimately maintain the coherency of the information
that is processed and constructed in the brain by the top-down and bottom-up processes.
4. Therapy based on voluntary top-down processing
MI [39, 40] is a top-down process involving the active imagining of various states in the mind,
rather than a bottom-up process of generating motion-related perceptions based on sensory
input. Although the imagery in this context represents a mental image, MI is unlike visual
imagery which is induced by the input of sensory information to the body in that MI is
pragmatic, whereas visual imagery is semantic [41]. The intracerebral information processing
in MI involves not only the formulation of a movement plan but also the cognitive manipula-
tion of what has been imagined [13] as well as elements of self-image (first-person image) and
images of others (third-person image) [42]. In addition, because imagery occurs by activating
cognitive processing that utilizes working memory [43, 44], MI can also be defined as the
mental motor representation that is reproduced by working memory.
Hétu et al. [45] reported that MI is produced in several brain areas, including the cerebellum,
inferior/superior parietal lobule, precentral gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, middle frontal
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gyrus, and SMC (Figure 2). Of these areas, the SMC is involved during the imagining of both
motor images of the upper limbs and lower limbs, and the areas of the SMC that are active
during MI and ME partially overlap [46]. The SMC is thought to be involved in the formation
and manipulation of internal representations of movement in the brain when there are no
extraneous stimuli or clues [47]. Because MI only lacks the actual movements and sensory
feedback that occurs during ME, it can be considered functionally equivalent to ME except
for these processes. Jeannerod et al. [48] stated that MI and ME are not distinct brain
processes and that they differ only in the brain process concerning movement. Moreover, a
study that examined and compared the brain activities of healthy subjects and stroke
patients while they were performing ME, MI, passive movement, and movement observa-
tion [49] revealed that the MI brain activity of patients resembled the ME brain activity of
healthy subjects and that MI is suited for sensorimotor system activation. In addition, the
corticospinal tract is excited through its connection with MI. During transcranial magnetic
Figure 2. Regions consistently activated during motor imagery of the upper and lower limbs [45]. A: Maps of consistent
activations while subjects imagined movements of the upper (red) or lower (green) limbs. Regions consistently activated
by both types of movements are shown in yellow. B: Results of the subtraction analysis: regions with more consistent
activity during motor imagery of upper limbs are shown in red and of lower limbs in green. C: Regions consistently
activated while imagining gait movements. CB: cerebellum; IPL/SPL: inferior/superior parietal lobule; PcG: precentral
gyrus; IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; MfG: middle frontal gyrus; SMA: supplementary motor area; SMG: supramarginal
gyrus; PreC: precuneus; PcL: paracentral lobule; SgR: subgyral region.
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stimulation, the threshold of motor-evoked potentials (MEP) and intracortical facilitation
decrease, and a latent time reduction and amplitude increment are observed. In the neurotrans-
mission test, a spinal H-reflex amplitude increment and increase in the F-wave frequency rate
have been reported [50]. Electroencephalography (EEG) shows that the formation of MI, likeME,
reduces the α-wave (Mu-rhythm) amplitude in the SMA (Refer to Section Interventions based on
extraneous bottom-up processes), which is called event-related desynchronization (ERD). The
degree of change rate in ERD that is associated with MI correlates with the motor-evoked
potential increment, intracortical inhibition reduction, and F-wave frequency rate, and ERD is
thought to reflect the excitability of the corticospinal tract [51].
However, activity in M1, which is the final area of motor output, during MI is debatable
(Figure 3) [45]. As reported by studies by Sharma et al. [52] and Ehrsson et al. [53], some studies
report M1 neural activity duringMI [54, 55], whereas others report that no activity was observed,
and whether it is active or not varies according to each subject. MI is also thought to reflect a
suppression process so that the actual movement is not performed The SMC has been reported to
inhibit M1 activation during MI [48, 56], which then causes ME to cease [57]. Thus, the different
reports on activation can be explained by the finding that the information that is processed
during MI is supposed to be inhibited so that ME does not occur, which has sometimes been
conveyed to M1 Through the contamination of an image by muscle activity [50].
Two components have been revealed to exist in the information processing system for generating
MI in the brain: one is the simulation of motor parameters, which generates a concrete motor
executionplan, such aswhichmuscles should bemoved andhow inmovement execution, and the
other is the simulation of motor perception, which predictively generates a motor execution plan
that is based on expected motor perceptions during the motor preparation phase. Because net-
work activities in a number of areas, such as the frontal lobe, basal ganglia, and cerebellum, are
involved in this system [58], it is considered necessary during PT to intervene and direct the
patients by asking them to imagine the direction of a movement and the muscles that must be
moved to perform the movement or imagine the motor perception that accompanies movement
and the perception that forms between themselves and an object in order to leverage all these
areas. Furthermore, the observation that MI changes intracerebral neural activities and the excit-
ability of the corticospinal tract suggests the possibility that MI is a useful intervention method in
PT. An intervention that has recently used ERD through MI is the brain machine interface (BMI).
Figure 3. Proportion of neuroimaging experiments on motor imagery where activity in the primary motor cortex (M1)
was found [45].
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Among the rehabilitation therapies that use BMI, there is a functional compensation BMI that
aims to compensate for the loss of function, and a functional recovery BMI that aims to recover
functions. In particular, a strategy of functional recovery BMI that has been proposed is the use of
robots to support near-normal movement and generate correct sensory inputs to induce plasticity
in brain neurons [59]. A study by Ramos-Murguialday et al. [60] that examined the effects of
functional recovery BMI and that utilized MI reported the results of a randomized comparison
test that examined the effects of BMI training on 32 cases of chronic stroke patients who had
difficulty extending the fingers on their paralyzed hand by dividing them into the BMI-trained
group and the control group. In the BMI training, ERD during MI was analyzed, and the brain
moved theupper limb robot and the finger orthosis in accordancewith the changes (Figure 4). The
control groupmoved their hands randomly. Because of an intervention that was performed for an
average of 17.8 days, the paralyzed side of the upper limb functions improved significantly for the
BMI-trained group compared to the control group. Furthermore, the improvements were
reported to be related to an electromyographic amplitude value during voluntarymuscle contrac-
tion as well as the degree of activity shift from the undamaged hemisphere to the damaged
hemisphere on the functional MRI.
Figure 4. Brain-machine-interface in stroke [60].
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With the recent development and advances in analysis and intervention tools, mental practice
that utilizes MI is currently being established. However, because MI has problems that are
related to vividness, controllability, immersion, and habitude, large individual differences in
image recollection capabilities are suspected. The bottom-up–processed image that is based on
visual information proceeds according to two distinct pathways: “the what pathway” (ventral
stream), which processes shape and color and “the where pathway” (dorsal stream), which
processes spatial locations and movements [61]. The processing occurs in a phased and hierar-
chical manner with the former processing object imagery and the latter processing spatial
imagery. This enables us to understand image capability based on image capability assessments,
such as the Object-Spatial Imagery Questionnaire [62]. However, a large number of studies have
revealed that MI is processed in a top-down manner. An interesting study that shows this
functional difference byMacrae and Troll et al. [63] reported that patients who could not imagine
home and the way to go home nevertheless made no mistakes going home and exhibited no
mistaken behavior at home. Because the recollection capability of MI involves memory that is
related to one’s own movements and movement experiences, it is possible that the body repre-
sentation capability within the brain has largely declined in stroke patients who have suffered
disturbances of their sensorimotor functions for an extended period of time since onset, which
makes it impossible to recollect MI. For these cases, the motor sensory information input needs to
occur in a bottom-up manner and the sense of ownership needs to reorganize itself.
5. Interventions based on extraneous bottom-up processes
When the brain controls bodily movements, the proprioceptors in muscles largely contribute to
their realization. The great contribution of proprioception to motor control is revealed by the
observation that patients with proprioception disturbances cannot move their fingers very well
[64]. In addition, this perception is deeply involved in the intracerebral body representation. Two
concepts of body image [65] and body schema [66] have been proposed for body representation.
Of the two, the body schema, which is a model of one’s own posture that is updated every second
according to the sensory information input, is an intracerebral body representation before it is
brought to consciousness. If the treatment goal is to regain motor control in PT for stroke patients,
it is difficult to regain smooth and predictive motor control only by interventions in the manner of
conscious control or control based on visual information. Because many limb movements are
executed unconsciously, we considered them an important element in NBR for regenerating a
body schema that is based on input from proprioception [65]. Based on these ideas, we present
the details of a study [20] that utilized kinaesthetic illusions that were induced in the brain by
tendon vibration to examine how they affected the neural functions of stroke patients.
5.1. Experiment
There have been many reports on the efficacy of treatment using illusory kinaesthesia for NBR in
patients with a cerebrovascular accident (CVA). Illusory kinaesthesia is defined as an illusion in
which the subject feels the movement of their limbs by extrinsic and/or intrinsic stimuli without
actual voluntarymovement [67]. Illusory kinaesthesia evoked by sensorimotor information in the
brain activates brain nerve activity, and the neural activity can be considered as the neural basis of
motor control and can be applied for motor learning [68]. When illusory kinaesthesia is used as a
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treatment, it is required to predict sensory information that would be inputted prior to the
illusory movement and to simulate previous sensory movement experiences as the motor image
[69]. Thus, it is important to assess whether this brain neural process observed in healthy adults
can also occur in patients with a CVA to understand the efficacy of the approach as an interven-
tion. In this experiment, to understand the functional brain status from the time when the motor
imaging is started prior to the illusory kinaesthesia, we evaluated how illusory kinaesthesia
influences brain neural activity in patients with CVAs using electroencephalography (EEG).
5.1.1. Methods
5.1.1.1. Subjects
Subjects were 12 healthy adults who did not have any orthopedic or neurological diseases and
who were without motor and sensory disorders (healthy control group) and 13 patients with
CVAs (CVA group). In the CVA group, subjects did not have any cognitive dysfunction and
superficial and deep sensory tract disorders.
5.1.1.2. Experimental conditions and neurophysiological outcomes
For vibratory stimulation, vibration was applied to the tendon of the distal part of the right
biceps, and the target movement of illusory kinaesthesia was elbow extension. As the neuro-
physiological outcome of the influence of illusory kinaesthesia on brain neural activity, we used
mu-rhythm (μ-wave), which is one of the frequency components of the brain wave and is the
same frequency band as the α wave band. The μ-wave decreases not only during actual move-
ment but also during motor imaging [70, 71]; thus, it can be an outcome of brain neural activity,
including the generation process, during illusory kinaesthesia around the sensorimotor area. For
vibratory stimulation, a handheld massager (THRIVE MD-01, Thrive co., Ltd) was used. Since
the vibratory stimulation was applied on the skin, it could stimulate not only the muscle spindles
but also the superficial sensory receptors. The μ-wave, which changes depending on the senso-
rimotor information, can also be affected by sensory information from cutaneous stimulation
[72]. To control these effects, we subtracted the EEG data obtained during the contact of the
vibratory device on the right biceps tendon without vibratory stimulation from the EEG data
when applying vibratory stimulation to evoke illusory kinaesthesia to obtain data for analysis.
The frequency of the vibratory stimulation was set at 91.7 Hz [67, 73, 74].
5.1.1.3. EEG analysis
We used Neurofax (Nihon Koden) to record EEGs. The measurement site was based on the
international 10–20 system, and EEGs were obtained from 18 electrodes with bilateral earlobes
as reference electrodes. The recording time for each trial was 60 seconds [73].
In the EEG data that were controlled by sensory information in both the healthy control and
CVA groups, to investigate brain activity in the μ-wave band area, we first divided the waves
into epochs of 2 seconds (30 epochs in total) each. We analyzed the cumulative mean of the
data using the three-dimensional filtering of brain neural activity, that is, standardized low
resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA) [75, 76], to identify brain neural
activity in the μ-wave band area. For obtaining the results of the analysis, the brain neural
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activity area was calculated as the current density value simulated with 6234 voxels (MNI
coordinates [77]) in the brain, and this was identified as the Brodmann area (BA). For compar-
ison of the vibratory stimulation condition-specific differences in brain neural activity areas
between the groups, we used sLORETA-based SnPM analysis [78].
5.1.2. Results
The brain neural activity in the μ-wave (α wave when it appears in the posterior lobe [79])
band area due to vibratory stimulation was significantly greater in the posterior lobe com-
pared to the cerebral cortex area in both groups, while there was no significant neural activity
in the sensorimotor area (Figure 5a and b). For group differences, the healthy control group
Figure 5. Brain neural activity in the μ-wave band area due to vibratory stimulation. (a) Brain neural activity in the μ-
wave band area of the healthy control group, (b) brain neural activity in the μ-wave band area of the CVA group, (c)
comparison of brain neural activity in the μ-wave band area between the healthy control and CVA groups. The neural
activity in the SMC was significantly greater in the CVA group compared to the healthy control group. The color scale
shown in the bottom of the image indicates the t-value (t = 2.264).
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had a significantly greater increase in neural activity in the posterior lobe compared to the
CVA group, while the CVA group had a significantly greater increase in the SMC (Figure 5c).
5.1.3. Discussion
This study assessed the influence of illusory kinaesthesia evoked by vibratory stimulation on
brain neural activity in patients with CVAs, using the EEG μ-wave, which is a neurophysio-
logical outcome.
As for the brain neural activity in the μ-wave band area due to vibratory stimulation, we did not
find significant expression of the μ-wave in the sensorimotor area in both groups. This may be due
to the increase in sensorimotor information in the bilateral sensorimotor-related area [80] causing
event-related desynchronisation in neural activity, which decreased the μ-wave [70, 71]. Further-
more, the neural activity in the M1 area, which is the main sensorimotor area, is not only involved
in the generation of functional connectivity with BA3b, which deals with sensory information
processing from the muscle spindles, but is also related to the cause of illusory kinaesthesia itself
[81]. Thus, it is believed that the amount of perception of illusory kinaesthesia is greater when
excitability of the motor cortex is greater [68]. Therefore, illusory kinaesthesia was evoked also in
the CVA group by enhancing neural activity in the sensorimotor area using vibratory stimulation.
Furthermore, for a significant increase in the SMC in the CVA group compared to the healthy
control group, the SMC stores evoked motor images of not only the constant sensorimotor
feedback information during movement execution, but also the sensorimotor information
during passive movement input, such as illusory kinaesthesia [69]. This was deeply related to
spatial cognitive processes [82] in brain representations [83, 84]. Therefore, it was presumed
that, in patients with CVAs who had movement deficits, there were some functional differ-
ences in the simulation process of the motor image during generation of illusory kinaesthesia
compared to healthy adults. Furthermore, information processing to generate the illusion and
completeness of the generated motor image may be different.
The results of our study showed that there might be functional differences in the generation
mechanism of illusory kinaesthesia between healthy adults and adults with CVAs, while
illusory kinaesthesia can also be evoked in patients, which increases the neural activity in the
sensorimotor area and SMC.
6. Toward a therapy that aims for unification
The utilization of kinaesthetic illusions allows for the induction of realistic motor perceptions,
which constitutes the neural basis of ME, while activating the sensorimotor area. This therapy
can be used to help patients be aware of physical movements that they perform as well recover
a sense of ownership while triggering neural reorganization. To make kinaesthetic illusions
more vivid and realistic, the combination of ME and MI is required with the intention of
motion. Naito et al. [19] reported that kinaesthetic illusions and hand MI collectively utilized
the motor areas of the SMA, dorsal premotor cortex, and cerebellum. Between the body
schema of MI and the body schema of kinaesthetic illusion lies the common neural basis. If
patients intentionally create an MI of quasi movement while experiencing a kinaesthetic
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illusion, the experience of the kinaesthetic illusion is enhanced, which allows them to experi-
ence a more realistic movement [19]. These findings revealed that there is an interference
between kinaesthetic illusions and MI. In NBR, the focus is on eliciting voluntary and active
movements from the patients themselves. kinaesthetic illusions, which reflect the processes of
the sensorimotor area that converts signals from proprioception to motor commands, is itself a
neural mechanism that is directly connected with motor control. This will be a useful strategy
for PT for patients with impaired motor functions to create an intention of movement through
the MI and elicit the ME while evoking kinaesthetic illusions.
7. Conclusion
This paper presented several theories of the reorganization of brain functions in stroke patients
that were based on neuroscientific evidence and an outline of such attempts. A therapist’s
accurate understanding of the patient’s state results in increased options for treatment strate-
gies. In addition, therapists have greater options for patients to have the possibility of an
autonomous social life. However, we must understand the limitations and individual differ-
ences in functional recovery [85, 86]. Thus, the application of the same therapy may not cause
the same level of recovery. Furthermore, the induction of network reinforcement and fixation
by the simple input of stimuli into neurons is difficult because mental acts by the patient are
vital. PT becomes most effective when adequate interventions that induce neural network
reorganization and positive states of mind are combined.
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